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An inspiring summer music 
course in an inspiring location
Expand musical skills and widen 
horizons
Have great fun playing chamber 
music with others
Music specifically chosen to 
cater for string players of all 
abilities
Specialist directors and tutors 
from across the UK chosen for 
their expertise in training young 
musicians
Participate in one of the world’s 
“ten most festive festivals” 

BOOKING NOW OPEN

FULL FEES: £250

ACT NOW 
EARLY PAYMENT  
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE



4-9 August 2013
Music for life: Our aims
The accent of this non-residential course is on enhancing 
musical skills and widening horizons. Experience the 
joy of playing with others in trios, quartets, and larger 
ensembles.

The daily timetable runs from 9am to 1pm
The schedule is tailor-made for the ability of each individual 
student.

Core Course Elements include
•Chamber Music groups - learning to play in smalller 

ensembles.
•String Orchestra playing - for sight-reading and 

ensemble skills.
•Technique, Choir & Dalzcroze - developing all-round 

musician, helping pitch sense and intonation and 
instilling tempo, rhythm and phrasing.

•Music carefully chosen to cater for participants.

An inspiring location for families & learning 
•One of the world’s most inspiring holiday locations.
•Great things to do for all the family.
•Loads of places to visit.

Parent and participant quotes from 2012
•“I loved it! It was the BEST thing I have EVER done.”
•“I was hugely impressed by the ability to find some great 

music to suit all groups & tastes. My kids had a ball!”
•“It is impressive to see the ensemble skills that even the 

youngest children developed through the week.”
•“I really enjoyed it. Will definitely come again next 

year!”

For the latest information go to www.ysv.org.uk 


